
Arthur Andersen Lives to Fight
Another Day (Maybe)

Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist authored a unani-
mous opinion of the United States Supreme Court that
reversed and remanded for further proceedings consis-
tent with the opinion of the criminal conviction of Arthur
Andersen LLP for causing the destruction of its own
documents related to its audit of Enron Corporation in
2001.1 If a cat may look at a king, a tax lawyer may ask
what the Supreme Court was thinking.

Background

The Justice Department pursued this prosecution as a
‘‘witness tampering’’ case rather than a document de-
struction case, and sought the jury instructions at issue in
the appeal, because it was fairly clear that it was not a
crime in 2001 for Andersen employees to destroy docu-
ments before receiving actual notice of a formal federal
investigation. The prosecutors believed, and the defen-
dant generally agreed, that the witness tampering statute
had a more relaxed requirement as to the pendency of the
affected investigation. Moreover, the prosecutors be-
lieved that simple intent to keep the documents from a
federal investigation was sufficient to convict. Andersen
disagreed and ultimately prevailed on that point.

The case looks simple, but it is not. Understanding
why Andersen prevailed requires understanding the
differences among four different types of knowledge or
intent that might have been part of the required mens rea
for the crime, and one other substantive element of the
crime:

• Actual knowledge of violation of a particular crimi-
nal statute: This is not what the case was about —
ignorance of the law is still no defense.

• Knowledge and intent that the document destruc-
tion would/could impede a federal investigation:
The Court ruled that this was not sufficient to
convict, absent some additional ‘‘corrupt’’ intent/
conduct — Andersen apparently had that minimal

knowledge and intention,2 and may have had the
corruptness, but the jury was not required to find
corruptness, and that was the error.

• Knowledge of the pendency of a federal investiga-
tion: Andersen knew of a likely investigation, and
much of the discussion surrounding the case relates
to how mature the investigation must be,3 but that is
not what the Supreme Court opinion focused on.

• Knowingly acting corruptly: Because the jury charge
did not require that particular level of intent, the
Supreme Court found the charge insufficient — by
reversing on this ground, the opinion did not need
to decide the meaning of ‘‘corruptly’’ as a legal
element of the crime, leaving the meaning of that
term in limbo; however, the opinion implied that a
‘‘specific intent to subvert or undermine the integ-
rity’’ of a federal proceeding would constitute a
corrupt intent.

• ‘‘Corruptly,’’ as an element of the crime: This ele-
ment has two certain meanings: (1) inherently bad
conduct, such as physical force, coercion, or bribery
(which Andersen admittedly did not do), or (2)
encouraging the commitment of a crime (which the
document destruction was not, as to the destroyers).
The opinion implies there is a third meaning that
necessarily involves the ‘‘knowingly’’ requirement
and that goes beyond just intending to keep a
document away from a federal investigator. That
something more may be ‘‘intending to subvert or
undermine the integrity of’’ the investigation —
Andersen may have had that intent, but prevailed
because the prosecutor was not required to prove it.

It is difficult to pigeonhole the opinion as to its import.
It does not approve of Andersen’s conduct, although it
makes some favorable comments about document reten-
tion policies generally. The unanimity and brevity of the
solitary opinion indicate that the justices did not consider
that they were setting grand policy, although the petition
for certiorari raised the spectre of corporations sinking
under the weight of documents they were afraid to
destroy. While it might help some defendants in fighting
similar charges from before 2002,4 the opinion does not

1Arthur Andersen LLP v. U.S., 544 U.S. ___, 125 S. Ct. 2129, 161
L. Ed. 2d 1008, Doc 2005-11896, 2005 TNT 104-15 (2005).

2Andersen conceded that this was a reasonable inference. See
Andersen’s petition for certiorari, filed September 14, 2004.

3See generally Hill, ‘‘Note: Anticipatory Obstruction of Justice:
Pre-Emptive Document Destruction Under the Sarbanes-Oxley
Anti-Shredding Statute, 18 USC 1519,’’ 89 Cornell L. Rev. 1519
(September 2004).

4Bloomberg reported that ex-Credit Suisse First Boston
banker Frank Quattrone has cited the opinion to the appeals
panel reviewing his conviction for document destruction.
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directly protect post-2001 document destruction, because
the law changed substantially in 2002.

What the opinion does do most clearly is apply
standard precise lawyerly analysis to the words of a
criminal statute.5 As a result, the Court found that the
trial judge had improperly explained the statute to the
jury in a way that could have allowed a conviction that
would not otherwise have occurred, which was enough
to justify reversal.6

But we know that error alone does not suffice to justify
granting certiorari. Why did the Court take this case? A
review of the petition for certiorari shows that the
petitioner relied primarily on that most powerful of
assertions in such matters: the conflict in the circuits.7
Also, the effect of the conviction on pending civil claims
against Andersen might have motivated the Court, but
the opinion does not so indicate.

Perhaps the Court was concerned with avoiding set-
ting precedent on the meaning of the word ‘‘corruptly,’’
which appears in a variety of other federal criminal
statutes, and saw a way to eliminate this case’s effect on
that word by dealing with the more complex concept
used in this particular statute of ‘‘knowingly . . . cor-
ruptly.’’ Because Andersen’s attorneys fairly skillfully
established that the Andersen managers did not think or
know they were doing anything ‘‘wrong,’’ they set up a
great ground for appeal on the
‘‘knowingly . . . corruptly’’ element of the statute.

It is possible that the opinion sends some message that
the Court would view prosecutions under the newer
document destruction statute with special scrutiny, and
defendants will so argue, but any such inference would
require more knowledge of what they were thinking than
is warranted by the facts.

The Bad Conduct and What Might Have Been
For the skeptical readers, as well as probably the

prosecutors, the most problematic aspect of Andersen’s
conduct likely is the aroma of disingenuousness. Ander-
sen used apparently coded phrases about carrying out
the ‘‘record retention policy,’’ to cloak a round-the-clock
shredding operation aimed at anything but ‘‘routine’’ file
purging. Indeed, that aroma may force one to work hard
to see the inherent logic of the Court’s legal reasoning in
order to become assured that justice was done by the
reversal (which it was, albeit too late).

Because Andersen presented evidence that it had good
reasons to think that there was nothing ‘‘wrong’’ with
destroying documents right up until the formal notice of

the federal investigation (if not a subpoena itself), it
might have been better off if it had simply told its
employees to ‘‘get rid of these documents,’’ without
using the ‘‘cover’’ of the policies. Conversely, the pros-
ecutors might have been better off agreeing that Ander-
sen had to act ‘‘knowingly . . . corruptly,’’ but arguing
that Andersen’s episodic manipulation of its policies as a
cover for thwarting a fairly likely investigation was itself
the ‘‘badge’’ of corruptness needed to sustain a convic-
tion. The Supreme Court likely would have had to accept
such a jury charge.

The Issue and the Conclusion
The Supreme Court reversed because the jury charge

would have allowed Andersen to be convicted without
finding that it knew or reasonably should have known
that it was doing anything ‘‘wrong.’’ The statute requires
acting ‘‘knowingly . . . corruptly,’’ and the evidence sup-
ported the view that Andersen legitimately thought it
was not doing anything ‘‘wrong.’’ The prosecutors
thought that the only way to convict Andersen was to
have the charge define wrongdoing in a way that encom-
passed what Andersen did know it was doing: keeping
documents out of the hands of federal investigators for
the purpose of hindering the investigation. But Andersen
did not know that was ‘‘wrong’’ and the Supreme Court
opinion effectively says it is not wrong. Something more
is needed, but the opinion is vague as to what.

Thus the opinion focused on the lack of evil intent and
not on the evil that might have been intended. On the
facts of this case that is a distinction perhaps too fine to
serve a useful purpose in real-life prosecutions. The
opinion did not explain how the statutory words could
ever be given a meaning that would support a conviction
in a case without improper means or without encourag-
ing commitment of a crime, except to the extent the
opinion implies that a ‘‘specific intent to subvert or
undermine’’ is somehow different from a simple intent to
render documents unavailable for the investigation.

The petition for certiorari argued that other circuits
had interpreted the same or analogous statutes to require
that the conduct must be corrupt either by virtue of
causing someone to commit an act that was itself a crime
or by using corrupt means, such as bribery or physical
force or coercion. Absent those elements that would or
should alert the actor that he was doing something
wrong, the statute would be too vague to constitutionally
enforce, according to Andersen.

The Supreme Court deflected that argument. It left
open the possibility that there could be a third form of
corruptness, but the absence of the other two forms
surely motivated at least part of the Court. The transcript
of the oral argument, which is available on the Supreme
Court’s Web site, strongly suggests the importance of the
fact that in 2001 there was no law making it a crime for an
Andersen employee to destroy the documents.8 Justice

5See Manne, ‘‘Life After Donaldson,’’ The Wall Street Journal,
p. A10 (June 6, 2005) (opinion gave ‘‘clear implication of
governmental overreach’’).

6Harmless error can be applied to save an erroneous jury
instruction when there is overwhelming evidence of guilt. See 5
Am. Jur.2d Appellate Review, section 743. But the government did
not assert that argument (according to the petition for certiorari)
except as to the issue of how mature must be the federal
investigation that the document destruction is intended to
thwart. The opinion did not address that point.

7Doc 2005-3874, 2005 TNT 40-23 (Sept. 14, 2004, being the
date on the petition).

8An Andersen employee, David Duncan, did plead guilty,
not for his own shredding of documents but for asking his
employee to shred documents, and he still denied wrongdoing,
according to the transcript of the oral argument.
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Antonin Scalia produced laughter in the courtroom when
he quipped, ‘‘. . . it doesn’t make any sense to make
unlawful the asking of somebody to do something which
is, itself, not unlawful, so that the person could do it, but
if you asked them to do it you’re guilty, he’s not guilty.
And that — that is weird.’’

Also, Andersen clearly did not use illegal ‘‘means.’’
The Court determined that it was not corrupt simply to
cause someone to destroy documents, no matter how
clearly was the purpose to thwart a federal investigation.
The Court wanted the word ‘‘corruptly’’ to carry some
freight and not simply be a restatement of the act of
thwarting the federal investigation. Although the opinion
did not discuss it, the petition pointed out that ‘‘cor-
ruptly,’’ as used in this particular statute, could encom-
pass other improper means, particularly bribery, which
the statute did not otherwise specifically list along with
intimidation, and force. If the opinion had bought that
argument it would not have left room for the ‘‘third way’’
to act corruptly, but it did not buy the argument.

Facts
The undisputed facts support the inferences that (1)

Andersen was not acting in the normal implementation
of its document retention policy, but rather intended to
destroy documents for the purposes of both keeping
them away from Securities and Exchange Commission
investigators and thwarting any SEC investigation; and
(2) Andersen thought it was ‘‘safe’’ in doing so, as long as
it conducted the destruction under the banner of its
document retention policy and before receiving a formal
subpoena for the documents. The opinion does not
discuss those inferences one way or the other.

The opinion recited that the following events had
occurred before Andersen began to destroy the docu-
ments:

• Watkins (an Enron employee) warned Andersen of
the looming accounting problems at Enron;

• a Wall Street Journal article suggested improprieties
at Enron and the SEC opened an informal investiga-
tion;

• Andersen formed an Enron ‘‘crisis-response team’’;
• Andersen retained outside counsel to represent it in

any litigation arising from the Enron matter;
• Andersen’s in-house attorney thought a formal SEC

investigation of Enron was ‘‘highly probable’’;
• on October 10, 2001, at a general training meeting

attended by 10 Andersen Enron auditors, Andersen
gave the direction to comply with the Andersen
document retention policy, with the explanation that
if it is destroyed under the normal policy and
‘‘litigation is filed the next day . . . whatever there
was that might have been of interest to someone is
gone and irretrievable’’;

• the Andersen in-house attorney reminded the audi-
tors to follow the policy;

• on October 19, 2001, an SEC letter to Enron stating
that SEC had opened an investigation was for-
warded to Andersen;

• on October 20, 2001, an Andersen in-house attorney
told auditors to make sure to follow the policy; and

• on October 23, 2001, Andersen partners met and
told the auditors to be sure to follow the policy.

The Statute
The government indicted Andersen under 18 USC

section 1512(b), a witness tampering statute, as it existed
in 2001: ‘‘Whoever knowingly uses intimidation or physi-
cal force, threatens, or corruptly persuades another per-
son, or attempts to do so, or engages in misleading
conduct toward another person, with intent to . . . cause
or induce any person to . . . destroy an object with intent
to impair the object’s . . . availability for use in an official
proceeding . . . shall be fined.’’

The Natural Reading of the Statute
The part of the statute quoted above fairly clearly

requires two things: (1) one of three sorts of conduct,
which is (2) done with intent to cause document destruc-
tion for a certain purpose. One way to read requirement
(1) is that the defendant must either knowingly intimi-
date, corruptly persuade, or mislead the document de-
stroyer. Another reading is that the defendant must
knowingly intimidate, knowingly corruptly persuade, or
knowingly mislead. The opinion chooses the latter ap-
proach, focusing on ‘‘knowingly . . . corruptly’’ persuad-
ing a person to destroy documents, which is what
Andersen was charged with doing. That shows that the
Court focused on the nature of Andersen’s knowledge
and intent, and not on the more substantive element of
what is ‘‘corruptly’’ (for example, threats, crimes, and so
on).

The oral argument shows that the Court was con-
cerned with how to then make sense of the three types of
conduct. The Court did not focus on whether Andersen
intended to keep the documents from the SEC, which it
seemed to accept as possible, but on whether it ‘‘know-
ingly . . . corruptly’’ persuaded employees to destroy
documents. When ‘‘corruptly persuades’’ is viewed in a
set with the other two types of proscribed conduct, the
Court’s concerns become more evident.

Knowing intimidation, physical force, and threats
share the common feature that the actor does or should
know that he is doing something wrong. The law has
many penalties for intimidation, physical force, and
threats. Therefore, the Court reasonably thought that for
‘‘knowingly corruptly persuade’’ to fit into the sentence
from the statute quoted above, ‘‘corruptly’’ must mean
something other than just intending the documents to be
kept from the investigators, which, after all, was part of
the physical force branch of the sentence too.

Grounds of the Decision
The opinion found that the jury charge was incorrect

in three ways, in this order:
• the charge incorrectly stated that Andersen could be

convicted even if it ‘‘sincerely believed that its
conduct was lawful’’;

• the charge incorrectly changed the pattern jury
instruction on ‘‘corruptly’’ from ‘‘knowingly and
dishonestly, with the specific intent to subvert or
undermine the integrity [of a proceeding],’’ to elimi-
nate ‘‘dishonestly,’’ and say ‘‘with the specific intent
to impede, subvert or undermine’’; and

• the charge incorrectly implied that there need not be
a nexus between the document destruction and any
particular federal proceeding.
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Analysis
As to the last ground, the opinion did not find that the

anticipated SEC proceeding was too speculative to sup-
port conviction. Rather, it found that the charge elimi-
nated any need to connect the destructive act with the
SEC proceeding. In that the charge probably did over-
reach, but it seems that Andersen could have been
convicted even with a proper charge in that regard.

The first stated ground of the opinion is that the
charge allowed Andersen to be convicted even if it
believed it was doing nothing wrong. That ground makes
sense only if it means that simply intending to thwart a
government investigation by causing someone to destroy
documents is not sufficient for conviction. Culpability
requires some further ‘‘dishonesty.’’ But what might that
further dishonesty be? The opinion does not clearly say.

There is one obvious possibility: That the defendant
must have been actually aware of the particular statute,
that is, that its conduct was specifically criminal under
that statute. That does not appear to be what the Court
had in mind. The Court’s opinion did not discuss that
point, but the opinion of the Fifth Circuit that it reversed
made the point crystal clear. 374 F.3d 281, Doc 2005-790,
2005 TNT 9-8 (2004). It agreed with the prosecutor that
‘‘ignorance of the law is no defense.’’ It found that in
some cases Congress does intend to require the wrong-
doer to not only know that he was doing the proscribed
act (here, causing destruction of documents for the
purpose of keeping the documents from SEC investiga-
tors), but also to know that a federal statute criminalized
that act.

But the Fifth Circuit found that when Congress has
such a purpose, it states that the defendant must have
specific intent to violate the law. The Fifth Circuit saw no
such requirement in this statute, but found that ‘‘cor-
ruptly’’ meant simply having intent to prevent the docu-
ments from falling into the hands of the SEC.

A close reading of the Supreme Court opinion, how-
ever, reveals that the Court did not intend to make
ignorance of this law a defense. Therefore, what sort of
dishonesty was the Court looking for? The opinion does
not require specific knowledge of the statute being vio-
lated, but does seem to require intent to ‘‘subvert’’ and
not just delay the federal investigation. Presumably, if the
jury charge had said that Andersen must have know-
ingly, wrongfully, corruptly, and dishonestly persuaded
people to destroy documents to subvert the SEC investi-
gation, it would have passed muster.

But if the trial judge had been pressed to further
explain to the jury when that persuasion was wrongful
and corrupt and dishonest, and how subverting differs
from impeding, the judge could not say that it was
dishonest when the destruction would prevent the SEC
investigation from reaching its natural or intended result;
the Court’s opinion fairly clearly requires something
more. That is, it’s not wrongful just because it intention-
ally hurts the investigation. It’s not wrongful because it
causes a wrongful act, because the destruction itself was
legal in 2001. And it’s not wrongful because improper
means were used because they were not. So exactly how
could Andersen’s conduct have been wrongful?

The problem with the opinion is that it was written by
judges, federal judges at that, and Supreme Court justices

to make it worse. They can’t be compelled to answer
questions they don’t want to answer. They just tell you
enough to solve the immediate problem before them.
Whatever ‘‘wrongful’’ might mean (or not), it wasn’t
required by the charge and that was a fatal error.

The problem with the opinion is that it
was written by judges, federal judges
at that, and Supreme Court justices to
make it worse. They can’t be
compelled to answer questions they
don’t want to answer.

At least one court has approved the charge that
corruptly means to act with the purpose of obstructing
justice, which here would mean keeping the documents
from the investigators.9 But others look to improper
means or to causing the person being influenced to
obstruct justice to violate a legal duty of his own.10 While
it may be theoretically possible to insert a third form of
corruptness that is worse than intending to keep the
documents out of federal hands (worse meaning ‘‘sub-
verting’’), such a fine gradation may be too close for
government work: Too delicate a standard to enforce in
the real world.

Post-Enron Law Changes
It is likely that those persons in need of protection

from the consequences of past document destruction will
claim support from this opinion. However, the effect of
the opinion on future conduct, and general business
planning for document retention, is more modest.

First, the law has changed. In 2002 Congress enacted
Pub. L. 107-272, which amended the section 1512 of Title
18 at issue here. Also the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Pub. L.
107-204, added 18 USC sections 1519 and 1520. Pub. L.
107-272 added new subsection 1512(c).

New section 1512(c) criminalizes the ‘‘corrupt’’ de-
struction of a document with the intent to impair its
availability for use in an official proceeding. New sub-
section (f) states that the official proceeding need not be
pending or about to be instituted. While that does leave
the troubling word ‘‘corrupt’’ in the statute under which
Andersen was charged, it expands or clarifies the scope
of affected official proceedings. New subsection (c) closes
the gap that prevented the prosecutors from arguing that
Andersen acted corruptly because it persuaded employ-
ees to commit a crime; the new subsection makes docu-
ment destruction itself a crime, if done ‘‘corruptly.’’ And
the new subsection does not use the doubly troubling
phrase ‘‘knowingly . . . corruptly.’’

It is likely that persons charged under the new sub-
section (and persuaders who may be charged for per-
suading such criminal activity) will attempt to use the
Andersen opinion to show that corruptly means more
than just intending to keep the documents out of the

9U.S. v. Cueto, 151 F.3d 620, 631 (7th Cir. 1998).
10See U.S. v. Poindexter, 292 U.S. App. D.C. 389 (1991).
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hands of the federal investigators, and requires some sort
of intent to subvert the investigation. Rather than fight
that view, prosecutors might be better off agreeing with it
and attempting to show that subversion means prevent-
ing the investigation from reaching its natural, bad,
conclusion.

However, prosecutors are more likely to charge a
violation of the law added by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
section 1519 of Title 18, which does not include the
‘‘corruptly’’ requirement, and appears to criminalize ex-
actly what the Andersen trial judge told the jury Ander-
sen could be convicted for: The destruction of documents
with the intent to impede a federal investigation, or ‘‘in
relation to or in contemplation of’’ such a proceeding.

Also, new section 1520 of Title 18 requires auditors of
public issuers to retain ‘‘all audit or review work papers’’
for five years from the end of the audit period. The scope
of that requirement is not clear. Andersen contended in
its petition for certiorari that it scrupulously retained the
final audit workpapers, but destroyed only ‘‘related
information, such as duplicates, drafts and notes.’’ Pre-
sumably, those documents may have reflected doubts
about a matter, which were overcome in the final work-
papers.

Document Destruction Policies
The opinion contains the stunning observation that

‘‘document retention policies’’ are created in part to keep
certain information from getting into the hands of the
government. It also contains a sentence that many will
seize on as proof that following a regular document
destruction policy is prophylactic to prosecution: ‘‘It is, of
course, not wrongful for a manager to instruct his em-
ployees to comply with a valid document retention
policy under ordinary circumstances.’’

Of course, emphasis should be placed on the qualifier
‘‘under ordinary circumstances.’’ The opinion does not
support an inference that the Court thought Andersen’s
circumstances were ordinary. They might have been if the
policy (1) called for regular document destruction at a set
period after document creation (which now would have
to be at least five years after the audit year, for audit
workpapers for public companies), and (2) was regularly
observed. It is one thing to say, ‘‘We were following the
policy just like we always do’’; it is quite another to say,
‘‘We dusted off the policy and enforced it this time.’’

It is one thing to say, ‘We were
following the policy just like we
always do’; it is quite another to say,
‘We dusted off the policy and
enforced it this time.’

But advisers and businesses may have a hard time
enforcing a regular document destruction policy in the
normal case when employees: (1) feel that they have
nothing to hide, (2) want to protect themselves from even
the suggestion of impropriety, and (3) want to keep the
documents to prove that they did their work correctly,
that is, as defensive tools. Indeed, the ‘‘explained opin-
ion’’ given by an attorney on a legal issue is a classic

example of wanting to keep evidence that you vetted all
downsides, even though you come out with a positive
opinion. The SEC requires an explanation of downside
considerations if a disclosure concludes as to the tax
treatment of a transaction at a less than ‘‘will’’ level.
Therefore, while a business will say that it should not be
required to keep documents carrying negative inferences
about matters on which a positive conclusion was ulti-
mately reached, that claim may have less weight as the
level of confidence in the positive conclusion declines.

Planning Procedures
Document destruction policies have many purposes

that have nothing to do with avoiding criminal prosecu-
tion or federal investigations. In the past, one of those
purposes was elimination of yards of files, but the
pervasive presence of electronic documents changes the
dynamics of that factor. Certainly ‘‘disc space’’ has some
limits, but probably not so costly as filing cabinet space.
Moreover, experts tell us that it may be impossible to
completely eliminate electronic documents, which intro-
duces a set of complexities of its own.

However difficult those practical considerations may
be, criminal prosecution tends to get the attention of
business folk in a special way, and so the interface of the
policies of document retention with the criminal law
must be examined. The following seem to be reasonable
planning parameters:

• Document retention policies should be designed for
the ‘‘right’’ reasons, including: (1) ensuring that
documents are retained for the period required by
any applicable laws and regulations, (2) ensuring
that documents needed to protect the document
owner or related parties are retained for the period
for which that protection is needed, and (3) ensuring
that storage space, hard drive space, and so forth, is
properly used to contain costs, and so forth.

• Once a policy is derived from those and similar
‘‘right’’ reasons, it should be ‘‘religiously’’ imple-
mented. If regular implementation appears to be
impossible because of practical difficulties, the
policy should be reexamined.

• Once the document owner becomes aware of the
reasonable likelihood of a federal investigation, it
should take reasonable steps to stop the regular
enforcement of the records retention policy as to
related documents. Waiting until the subpoena is
served is not a good idea.

• The document owner should not speed up, or
episodically enforce, its records retention policy on
becoming aware of the reasonable likelihood of a
federal investigation involving those records.

Conclusion
Perhaps the Supreme Court justices let Chief Justice

Rehnquist write a unanimous, brief opinion because it
makes a narrow, precise point about statutory construc-
tion that is hard to argue with, once you understand it. It
is not clear that the Court intended to send a signal to
corporate America that criminalizing corporate miscon-
duct is hard to do. The justices must have known,
however, that the opinion could be interpreted that way.
How much comfort can be taken from that depends on
how confident you are you can get to the Supreme Court
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(for, after all, the lower federal courts seem not to always
pay attention to the drift of Supreme Court thinking), and
to this Supreme Court, before its personnel changes.
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